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I am pleased to recommend to you about MR. VODNALA KRANTHI KUMAR, I have been an integral part of his student life for about three years now. During this period, I have taught him ‘C and Data structures, Principles of Programming Languages, Software Testing Methodologies and Compiler Design’. This interaction, between us has introduced me to some of his unique abilities and personality.

He is a remarkable, young boy with, exceptional talent. The most important ingredient of his character is his brave and willingness attitude which stands out and makes a mark in every dimension of his life. His strong desire is to search deep, I believe, makes his what he is. This added to his passion for the subject which gives his a unique edge over his peers and makes his an excellent student.

He is an all-rounder. He was the CR of his class performing all his duties responsibly and perfectly with excellent leadership qualities. He is very active in his studies, sports, cultural activities. With good leadership qualities and enthusiastic skills he actively participated and organized all the cultural fests and events that were held every year in the college. Good communication and organizational skills help him to be at the forefront of organizing seminars and group discussion classes.

High grasping power and ability to reason logically seem to come naturally to him. He has been an above average student all his life which is also well supported by his academic scores. His punctuality and hard working nature, keep him well ahead of his peers. He also maintains a very good rapport with his peers and is a team guy. His ability to convince people has always impressed me.

To conclude, Mr. Kranthi has constantly Kent for good stead in his academic and is worthy to pursue a Master’s program. With his capabilities, he will undoubtedly prove to be an asset to any institute he chooses to join. These qualities are very rare in an individual, and hence with great conviction, I strongly recommend him to your institute with possible financial assistance.

(S.VENKATA CHARYULU)
Head of the Department
Email:
Ph:
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I have immense pleasure in recommending MR. PATHURI MADHU SUDHAN RAO, one of the students of our College, for admission to graduate studies in your esteemed university. He has immense potential and motivation for graduate studies and is a student of high moral and ethical standards. During his course work in Bachelors, I have had the opportunity to closely interact with him for over a period of three semesters.

As a student, he is regular and sincere in attending classes with a quest for constant improvement of his technical skills. His Lab Work was disciplined and creditable. He also possesses excellent communication and presentation skills. His intuitive and methodical work has helped him in developing a broad perspective as well as mastery over fundamentals.

He is efficient at organizing various activities and exhibited good leadership qualities. With his self-confidence & intellectual ability, he will excel graduate studies. I would rank his as one of the best students in my class. I would therefore strongly recommend him for admission into your graduate program with possible financial assistance. I wish him all the very best.

(Y. NARASIMHA RAO)
Associate Professor
V. Mallikarjuna reddy  
Assistant professor,  
Department of computer science,  
Email id: vmallireddy24@gmail.com  
Phone No: +91 9700654697
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I am extremely happy to recommend Mr. PATHURI MADHU SUDHAN RAO candidature for graduate studies in your university. I have known him well for three years as my student and learned that he is very responsible, composed and a knowledge seeking student.

Mr. MADHU SUDHAN RAO has shown interest in subject right from the beginning. His good performance in the courses ‘Power Systems’ that I offered is indicative of his interest. Being Engineering student, his keen interest in computational skills and application of these skills in the project impressed me a lot. He is always committed, industrious and sincere towards work.

His diligence and his deep insight into the technical base inspired me. His evenness of performance and self-confidence confirm his ability to be a highly productive person. He is always punctual, hardworking and very concentrative in the class. He is always ready to take the initiative in any kind of activity. His clarity of thought and expression combined with his grasp of the subject matter is commendable.

I strongly believe his sound knowledge of fundamentals, a truly remarkable ability to apply theory to practical situations and a high motivation to keep abreast with the latest information in his field of study will help his pursuing. His behavior with teacher and reverential attitude towards elders is admirable. I strongly recommend his for admission into your graduate program with all possible financial assistance.

I take this opportunity to wish him all the best in his future endeavors.

(V. MALLIKARJUNA REDDY)  
Assistant professor